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Abstract: To integrate application systems under heterogeneous
environments has gradually become a pressing demand for most agricultural
enterprise. The vast diversity of implementation technologies increases the
complexity of applications integration. With the aim of facilitating the
development of integration solutions, we propose the specification of
application integration. To achieve this, we analyzed the current situation of
information, the environment of application systems, and the specific
requirements of integration. We also studied the integration technologies.
And then the ESB-SOA model for the agricultural enterprise of integrative
production and marketing was proposed on the basis of a number of
advanced technologies, such as ESB, SOA, EAI and Web Service. Based on
ESB and SOA technologies, the model is able to utilize and integrate
effectively various service resources on the geographically distributed
computing environments. And through intelligent agent technologies, it
supports cooperation and coordination mechanisms for the service activities.
To exemplify and validate the profile, a case study is presented in which the
proposed profile is used.
Key words: agricultural products; production and marketing integration;
management; information; heterogeneous environment
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Introduction

With the extensive application o f information technolog ies, the information of
agricultural enterprises that integrative production, process, circulat ion and
market ing have also entered a new phase. For a long t ime, d ifferent depart ments in
different production processes applied different info rmation systems, resulting in
the heterogeneous environments that a variety of hardware devices, operating
systems, databases, network protocols coexist. Due to lack of standardization and
compatibility, it is difficult to share informat ion resources and there are many
“informat ion islands”, applications integration has become an urgent demand for
enterprise development [1]. Ho w to use advanced informat ion technologies to share
resources in all p roduction processes is a co mmon problem for many enterprises of
integrative production and marketing. In addition to study application systems

under the heterogeneous environment in integrated production and marketing
agricultural enterprises, an integration model is presented based on ESB (Enterprise
Service Bus) and SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture).
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Enterprise Application Systems Analysis

The integrative production and market ing of agricultural products refers to “on the
professional basis, agricultural products production and marketing departments are
integrated into a unified whole in the economy and organization, that is, the
production, marketing, processing, storage and transportation of agricultural
products are united in a jo int operation in large enterprises , so that the whole
process completely reach organic integration and coordinated development” [2].
However, the lack of p lanning, distributed disorder, departments division, there
are a variety o f information systems coexist in the integrative p roduction and
market ing enterprise. A mong information systems, the development platforms, data
storage, network protocols and operating environment are heterogeneous, which
resulted in duplicate construction, waste of resources, informat ion block of
enterprise systems, and so on. For examp le, as shown in Fig.1, there are a variety of
informat ion systems that are independent of each other coexist in a vegetables
enterprise of integrated production and market ing.
Whether within or between internal and external systems, each system is
basically independent of each other. In this way, the following problems are
inevitable: (1) The same type of data spread across multip le systems, not a single
application can access to all data; (2) There is no unified data model, business
personnel can not get a global data view; (3) Different applications can’t share data
and services, this will result in duplication of develop ment; (4) System can only
provide data in accordance with fixed demand, when the user needs a particular
type of new data, the system can not automatically adapt [3].
Referred to above present “information islands” problems for most integrative
production and marketing agricultural enterprise are facing, this paper propose a
enterprise application integration model based on SOA and ESB. The model is used
to complete the task that the system can not complete alone, and to solve the
informat ion integration and exchange problems in some cross-system and
cross-databases. Thus, more co mprehensive services are provided to the various
departments of agricultural enterprises.
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Fig. 1. Information Systems in an enterprise of integrated production and marketing
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Applications Integration Model Design

Service Oriented Architecture is an architectural paradigm for co mponents of a
system and interactions or patterns between them. A co mponent offers a service
that waits in a state of readiness. Other components may invoke the service in
compliance with a service contract [4].
Suppose all IT resources are refined into service and published, and services can
call each other, so that you can call .Net service in the J2EE environ ment, but this
also can be done without SOA. As long as the two IT systems recognized each
other's way, it also enables that point to point interconnection even if there is no
public or uniform service interface. So we have to admit, if we o wn service, but the
requestor and the service providers are still in need of such the exp licit call of point
to point between them, then this is not a typical SOA framewo rk. The participation
of both services still have to establish the link one to one, this does not meet our
scalability, flexibility requirements [5]. As shown in Fig.2.
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Facing continuing expansion, a tool to manage these services is necessary to
simp lify the deploying and accessing of services in the system integration process .
ESB (Enterprise Services Bus Enterprise Service Bus) is generated in such demand
which is popular in the System Integration currently. Whether internal or external
users to access various data sources at the time based on point to point manner.
Truly reflects the concept of SOA, everything is service, service bus (BUS) in an
equal position. And it has good scalability. The concept model of ESB-SOA is
shown in Fig.3.
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ESB is co mposed primarily of by three main parts : the service gateway (Service
Gateway), service adapter (Serv ice Adaptor), service registries (Serv ice Reg ister)
[6].
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Fig. 4. Enterprise Service Bus architecture

1. Service Gateway is a core component in ESB. Its main role is responsible for
such as routing and interactive of services.
2. Serv ice adapter is an important part of ESB, which bears the protocol
conversion of message and services to imp lement different protocol formats of the
interaction between services.
3. ESB also needs some service registry to provide help for service routing.
However, SOA may still have a separate business services directory, its most basic
form may be the services directory in designing, and it’s used to achieve the reuse
of services in development activit ies.
3.1

Service Adapter

The function of service adapter is to find, bind, and call web services, and so on. So
that the client calls web services in back without knowing the details, and accesses
to local or remote web service transparently. Fig.4 describes the implementation of
principles of Service Adapter. The Service Adapter consists mainly of three major
processing units.
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1) SP (Service Processor): It is used for receiving and parsing SOAP messages
passed over the TA (transmission adapter), processing security, such as digital
signatures and encryption.
2) BD (Business Delegate): It is used for controlling the business calling. All
business requests are comp leted through calling for service wrapper.
3) SW (Service Wrapper): It wraps the discovery, binding, calling web services
in a unified package, thus to shield the details of various web services.
Service adapter first receives the SOAP message from the transmission adapter
(TA), and then parsing SOAP messages for security processing (such as SOAP
digital signatures and encryption, etc.), then the SOAP message are passed to the
business agent, business agent get corresponding semantic descriptions of each web
service WSDL address by looking up the corresponding semantic function, and
resolve the semantic description.
3.2

Service Gateway

Service Gateway design is shown in Fig.6 includes the follo wing co mponents:
1. Serv ice Processor: It operates the message in security and transmits it to the
business agent to deal.
2. Business Agent: It is used for controlling the business call, all business
requests are completed through it calling for service manager.
3. Service Manager: It wraps the discovery, binding, calling web services in
unified package, thus to shield the details of various web services.
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The following is a co mprehensive description of the Service Gateway:
1. Service consumer sends a request to Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
2. In ESB, Service Adapter comp letes protocol conversion. Then, the converted
request is send to Service Gateway.
3. The request is parsed in Service Gateway's Service processor and Business
Delegate and passed to Service Manage.
4. The request parameters, and important data in the Service Manage have been
resolved will be stored in a service-oriented types data.
5. Service Manage gets the binding informat ion and the relative position of
service by querying in Service Reg ister. If there is no appropriate information of
services, an error message is returned to service consumer.
6. Query results are returned to Service Manage, and then the result as a
parameter saved in the Data Window together with the request parameters will be
passed to Service Pro xy module.
7. Serv ice Pro xy module is responsible for calling the appropriate service
implementation, and to call the results back to the Data Window and reset the
parameters.
8. Service Manage returned the response results to the service processor and
Business Delegate.
9. Service Processor will return response back to Service Adaptor, and then
returned to service requester by Service Adaptor.
In summary, the dynamic service d iscovery and routing are achieved through
Service Manage, and seamless integration of applications is achieved using Service
Pro xy.

3.3

Service Registry

Service is resisted and discovered through the service registry UDDI (Universal
Description Discovery and Integration). UDDI uses XML to describe the service
provider and the provided of web service,, dynamic bind and call service.
In ESB-SOA, the core class of the service registry is “serviceBusportal”, using
the “plug-in - Service” configuration file defines the name of the service and
location to achieve the service's registration.
Service registration: users publish their own services to the ESB-SOA system
registry. The released service of should have service information and service
provider information.
Service d iscovery: the client user sends queries commands and the command is
transferred to the class “serviceBusPortal” in center for reg istration, and then the
service will be found according to the location of service defined in
“Plug-in-service” configuration file.
Service binding : After found the service, “ServieeBusPortal” load the
corresponding service dynamically.
The relationship between them is shown in Fig. 7:
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3.4

Log Management

Log service management model is based on Message Service, and uses
asynchronous approach. When you need to register log, processing component calls
for the API of record ing in formation provided by log service, and then log
informat ion will be insert into the log queue by the API. Because it is asynchronous
approach, so insert the log informat ion to the log queue to get the response message
will not be blocked. Message Service monitor log queue listens from time to time,
when log informat ion is inserted into the log queue, Message Service listener
extract log informat ion fro m the log queue and write to back-log database by Log

Adapter in accordance with the standard format, and then delete the log queue
processed log informat ion. When query log, the APIs of log services access the log
database through the Log Adapter, and get the specified level o f log informat ion.
Log management imp lementation is shown in Fig.9.
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Model Application

Beijing Tian An Agriculture Development Co. Ltd is a production and
business-oriented vegetable agricultural enterprises, after years o f information
establishment, several informat ion systems have been established, such as ERP,
Field Record Management System, Vehicle Transportation Control System,
Enterprise portal, OA. Ho wever, each o f them is independent relatively. And it is
hard to share data because of the difference in development language, database.
Meanwhile, the current system is mainly used in the enterprise, but the field
planting, terminal marketing and sales are not managed in the way with
informat ion.
According to the actual needs of Tian An Co m., we built enterprise application
integration platform based on the above proposed ESB-SOA enterprise application
integration model, and developed a mobile sales management system, sales
management system, mobile production management system, production
management systems, and integrated systems by applications integration platform.
The application integration logic structure of Tian An Co m. is shown in Fig.9.
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4.1

Production Application Integration

The production management of Tian An Co m. is main ly related to the record of the
field plant. On the one hand, the field record is sent to the enterprise's production
management system, and then summit to the public quality tracing platfo rm.
Through the ESB-SOA platform, production management sys tem registers records
management services to Service Registry, mobile production systems sends a
request to the ESB-SOA, the ESB-SOA finds production management services
upon request informat ion, and then the service calls for APIs to submit field file
informat ion to the service of production management system in the server. On the
other hand, public quality tracing platfo rm registers services to the ESB-SOA
Service Reg istry, enterprise production management system sends a request to the
ESB-SOA to submit a field record to the public quality tracing platform. Field
records management flowchart is shown in Fig.10, system imp lementation is
shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12.
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4.2

Sales Application Integration

According the sales information need of Tian An Com., a mobile sales system and
sales management systems in server are imp lemented. At the same time, sales
management system and ERP registered to Serv ice Registry in ESB-SOA platfo rm.
Thus, mobile client sends request to the ESB-SOA to call for services to submit the
order, and then the sales management system on the server sends request to the
ESB-SOA to call for ERP service to submit the order. The flowchart of sales
management is shown in Fig.13, systems implementation is shown in Fig.14 and
Fig.15.
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Concluding Remark

Because of many production process and loose management, the agricultural
enterprise of integrative production and marketing has special requirements for
informat ion. Based on the analysis of systems application status in the agricultural
enterprise of integrative production and marketing integration, an ESB-SOA model
of application integration is proposed based on SOA and ESB technologies. And on
this basis, an application integration platform was imp lemented in Tian An Co m.
according to the ESB-SOA model. Thus, different departments in Tian An Co m.
could share data resources through the platform and interoperability among systems
become possible. Moreover, information management is extended to plant record
management in field and order management in supermarket. More important is that
ESB-SOA has good scalability, and it is easy to plug and play for new application.
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